
Oolong Tea
 

Best.-Nr. Name Beschreibung Bild Preis

1494 An Yue (Black
Moonlight)

This very rare tea is made from 500 years
old tea treas. A mild-malty, premium tea
with a nice clear cup.
Instructions: Use about 5-6g (3-4 tsp. of tea)
for 0.5 litres of 95°C hot water and steep for
about 1-3 min.

50g 6.00 €
100g 12.00 €
250g 29.00 €
500g 57.00 €

1kg 106.00 €

1511 Ren Shen - Ginseng
Oolong

This tea comes from the mountainous area
of Fujien. Special witherings and firing
technique shape the leaves into tiny balls.
Later coated them with fine Ginseng
powder. This oolong have a rich, full-bodied,
strong, sweet flavor with superb aftertaste.
This unic flavor made it becomes the tea of
choice for many tea lovers worldwide.

50g 7.50 €
100g 15.00 €
250g 36.70 €
500g 71.20 €

1486 Phoenix Tanchung
'Phoenix Single Bush'

A compact, full-bodied, spicy and fruitily
malty Oolong with a disctinctive finish and
clear, bright cup. It is picked from one single
bush (a tye of tea plant that can reach a
height of up to 10 metres and is more like a
tree). This tea is mentioned in the earliest
records on tea and is one of the most
sought-after teas in China. We highly
recommend this tea of which we have the
authentic, premium quality product in stock,
which is best enjoyed Gong Fu style.

50g 15.00 €
100g 30.00 €
250g 73.50 €
500g 142.50 €

1488 Royal Aroma Da
Hong Pao

This is the first time this seductively
fragrant, minerally and fruity delicacy from
the Wuyi Mountains in Fujian has reached
this country. The long finish and bright
orange-red cup speak for themselves. For
me, this tea is one of the most amazing
discoveries that I have made over the last
few years.
Ideally it should be prepared Gong Fu style.
However, it can also be prepared in a more
traditional way, with equally good results.
A recommendation!

2.90 €

1483 Oriental Beauty
Superium

Unwiderstehlicher Oolong mit einzigartig
Aroma. Der Aufgiss hat eine brillant Tasse
mit fruchtige Honig Noten und lange leicht
Süß Nachgeschmack.

50g 9.00 €
100g 18.00 €
250g 44.10 €
500g 85.50 €

1493 Ti Kuan Yin (medium
roasted) Fujian

A delicate, mild Oolong with a nutty aroma.
A very pleasant, very mild everyday tea; a
good thirst-quencher that is perfect for
making iced tea or for mixing with fruit

100g 5.50 €
250g 13.40 €
500g 26.10 €
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juices. K101 standard. 1000g 48.90 €
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